
The Five Minute Moment

 Temporal Arteritis ,1 2

Narrative Section

HISTORICAL VIGNETTE - Almost 500 
years before Hutchinson provided the first 
medical description of temporal arteritis (of 
a man with “red streaks on his head” that 
“prevented him from wearing his hat”), 
Flemish Renaissance master Jan van Eyck 
portrayed similar physical manifestations of 
his artistic patron. In his 1434 oil-on-oak 
panel painting, van Eyck portrayed the aged 
Canon van der Paele. Historical records 
confirm the wealthy but elder clergyman’s 
decline, allowing that he was excused from 
his early morning duties. The painter shows 
the beaded and prominent temporal arteries 
plus an abnormal pattern of hair loss and 
eyebrow thinning. In combination, this 
tableau tips its hat to what’s now recognized 
as temporal arteritis (with probable polymyalgia rheumatica). The question 
that remains across a half a millennia, though, is what physical features 
lead us closer to that diagnosis? And how do those exam features enhance 
our pre-test probability of that disease?  
 

CONTEXT AND USEFULNESS - Timely recognition of temporal arteritis 
prevents vision loss by offering anti-inflammatory treatment to the patient 
with arterial inflammation of the temporal branches of the external carotid 
artery. With headache being a cardinal but nonspecific historical feature of 
this condition, heightened clinical suspicion—informed by the physical 
exam—can lead to a more definitive pathologic diagnosis.
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Physical Manuever
Model Proper (And Improper) Technique  - Make 3

sure to note the patient’s temperature and general 
appearance; those with TA may be febrile or systemically ill. 
Next, lightly palpate the bilateral temporal arteries starting 
just anterior and superior to the ear. Compare pulsations on 
each side. Do you feel beading or nodularity? Is tenderness 
present? What about erythema? Follow the path of the 
temporal artery, noting any necrotic or ischemic changes 
along the way. Rarely, cranial imaging performed to 
evaluate the headache can secondarily demonstrate 
inflammation of the temporal arteries. 

Next, perform a fundoscopic 
exam. While the most frequent 
eye manifestation in TA is the 
swollen and pale optic nerve of 
anterior ischemic optic 
neuropathy (a), patients with TA 
may rarely present with central 
artery occlusion (b).  

INTERPRETATION - An elderly patient with a headache has an 
increased likelihood of TA when also reporting diplopia (LR = 3.4) or jaw 
claudication (LR = 4.2). While the exam of patients with TA is often normal, 
combining the historical features above with physical exam findings of 
temporal artery beading (LR = 4.6) or arterial prominence (LR = 4.3) raises 
the probability of an abnormal temporary artery biopsy.   

CAVEAT AND COMMON ERRORS - While the findings of the temporal 
artery examination are more likely to influence the results of the biopsy 
than the patient’s history, two features make a positive biopsy less likely: 
the presence of synovitis on exam or the finding of a normal sedimentation 
rate. If either is present, re-consider your clinical diagnosis of TA.
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patients who have been on steroid treatment for two to 
three weeks, the halo is no longer visible (18).

High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
High-resolution MRI (fat saturation, T1-weighted spin 
echo sequence, resolution 195 × 260 μm) allows de-
tailed imaging of the walls and lumina of the superficial 
cranial arteries (Figure 3) (19–21). The studies can be 
performed with scanners from 1.5 T to (preferably) 3 T. 
Wall segments that are swollen due to inflammation 
and take up contrast agent can be distinguished from 
unaffected segments of vessels (Figure 3). At the same 
time as visualizing the superficial temporal artery 
 together with its branches, MRI allows an assessment 
of the superficial occipital arteries and the facial artery. 
In this way a picture may be gained of the pattern of 
cranial involvement (21). This is particularly helpful 
when planning a temporal biopsy, to locate a clearly in-
flamed vascular segment for the biopsy. In combination 
with MR angiography, within the same investigation 
evidence may be sought of involvement of the aorta, 
the supra-aortic arteries, and the great arteries of the 
viscera and extremities (e26). Once steroid therapy has 
been started, the signs of mural inflammation visible on 
MRI rapidly reduce (22, e27).

Positron emission tomography (PET)
PET is a medical imaging technique that uses radio -
active isotopes to visualize metabolic processes. 

 Because inflammatory cells take up the marker 18-
 fluoro-2 deoxy-D-glucose, this technique allows a sen-
sitive  representation of inflammatory processes in 
GCA.  Spatial resolution is limited, however, so only 
the  involvement of the larger arteries and aorta can be 
positively determined, but for this purpose the sensitiv-
ity is especially high. At the same time, PET covers a 
large scan volume, so that it is particularly suitable for 
whole body screening. The technique is usually per-
formed in combination with computed tomography 
(PET-CT), which relates anatomic details from CT to 
the  functional information on glucose metabolism 
gained with PET. However, the radiation exposure as-
sociated with the investigation (around 10 to 17 mSv) is 
non-negligible.

Biopsy
Temporal artery biopsy is still regarded as the diag-
nostic gold standard for GCA. It can be carried out as 
an outpatient procedure under local anesthesia. In addi-
tion to palpation, duplex sonography and, especially, 
high-resolution MRI help to identify a suitable site for 
biopsy. A biopsy specimen is taken on one side only; 
 bilateral biopsy does not increase the diagnostic yield. 
A segment of artery about 2.5 cm long should be 
 removed. The resection ends are ligated. Adequate per-
fusion is provided by collaterals. The complication rate 
(hematoma; wound infection; very rarely, facial paresis 
or cranial skin necrosis) is low (e16).

Color-coded duplex sonography
Color-coded duplex sonography allows the 
 temporal artery, extracranial vessels, and also the 
occipital, subclavian, and other arteries to be 
 visualized noninvasively and examined for signs 
of inflammation.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
With MRI, in addition to the superficial temporal 
artery and its branches, the superficial occipital 
and facial arteries can be assessed. In this way, 
a picture of the whole pattern of cranial involve-
ment can be gained.

Figure 1:  
a) Anterior ischemic 

optic neuropathy 
(AION) with 
swelling of the 
optic disk

b) Central artery 
 occlusion
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made. As explained above, treatment should not be 
delayed by waiting to confirm the diagnosis by biopsy 
or imaging. One to two weeks after the start of 
 treatment, the initial prednisolone dose can be reduced 
by 10 mg steps every 1 to 2 weeks, depending on the 
patient’s response to treatment; once the daily dose 
has dropped below 30 mg prednisolone, the reduction 
can be in steps of 2.5 mg every 2 weeks. From 10 mg/
day onwards, the  reduction continues by 1 mg/month 
until the lowest  effective dose is reached. The 
 patient’s progress is monitored on the basis of clinical 
symptoms, ESR, and CRP (Table 3) (3), and if there is 
any sign of relapse, the dose must be increased again. 
In 30% to 50% of all cases the dose needs to be 
 increased again despite an initially good response 
(e32). After a mean duration of treatment of 2 years, 
cessation of treatment may be attempted (12, 27, 28). 
However, for many patients (20% to 25%), steroid 
treatment has to be continued for much longer, in 
some cases for life (8, e33, e34). 

For patients with cerebral or ocular symptoms, 
some authors recommend an initial intravenous 
high-dose treatment (methylprednisolone 250 to 
1000 mg/day for 3 to 5 days), after which treatment 
can be continued  orally at the dosage recommended 
by EULAR (29, e16). The efficacy of the high-dose 
treatment is  disputed (30, 31). In a patient with 
amaurosis fugax, however, the risk of bilateral 
 blindness should prompt high-dose treatment (11, 
29, 32). Although the general symptoms improve 
within a few days with cortico steroid treatment, the 
loss of vision, with few exceptions, is irreversible 
(11). In up to 60% of patients, without treatment the 
second eye will go blind within a few days, whereas 
if treatment is given, second-eye blindness will 
occur in 10% to 20% (e17, e18).

Corticosteroid treatment in the affected age group, if 
continued for a long time, is associated with a number 
of adverse effects. Within 10 years, 86% of treated pa-
tients developed adverse effects (28, 32, e35, e36). 
Some of the frequent complications are: steroid-in-
duced diabetes, arterial hypertension, cataract, and 
 osteoporosis. One case of sudden death has been 
 reported when a fast infusion speed was used (e37). 
Vitamin D to prevent osteoporosis is recommended 
(e38). Treatment to prevent gastric ulcer is recom-
mended only for patients with a history of gastric 
ulcer, or those concurrently receiving nonsteroidal 
 anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or acetylsalicylic acid.

Biopsy findings
Typically, inflammation is found at the transition 
between the adventitia and the muscularis media.

Differential diagnosis
The diagnosis of GCA rests on a combination of patient history 
and clinical, laboratory, imaging, and histological findings.  
A number of diseases show overlapping symptoms and findings.

Figure 3: High-resolution 3-T MRI of the superficial cranial arteries of a 72-year-old man 
with giant cell arteritis. The frontal branch of the superficial temporal artery shows bilateral 
signs of wall inflammation (thickening, uptake of contrast agent) (solid arrow). The right 
superficial occipital artery likewise shows inflammatory changes (open arrow). Thanks to the 
high spatial resolution, details can be enlarged, giving a particularly good visualization of the 
wall changes (arrow in the inset detail of the frontal branch of the left temporal superficial 
artery)

Figure 4: Inflamed temporal artery with intimal edema, cellular infiltration, and fragmented 
internal elastic membrane; box: typical giant cell with infiltration at the transition between 
intima and muscularis media in a temporal artery in a patient with giant cell arteritis
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